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LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT
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Dear Members,
Welcome to the autumn issue of Nordic News! Life in the Czech Republic is never dull, but thanks to Nordic companies’ high level of activities lately this issue of our magazine is practically bursting with
business reports and news of events. Please allow me also to use this
opportunity to cordially welcome Finland’s and Norway’s new ambassadors in Prague, Helena Tuuri and Siri Ellen Sletner. I am looking
forward to continuing the excellent cooperation that the Chamber had
with their predecessors.
When you read these lines, the Czech Republic will have just finished its latest municipal elections. I don’t yet know the result, but what
I do know is that Sweden and the Nordic countries left a visible mark
on the election campaign. The affair started earlier this spring, when
a number of teams in the Děčín region’s amateur football league refused to play against Junior Roma, whose players are all of Romany
origin. The teams that chose to pay fines rather than meeting the darkskinned footballers explained their boycott as a protest against Junior
Roma’s “vulgar language, aggressive play and general behaviour.”
Bearing in mind the fact that hordes of “white” football teams are
notorious all over Bohemia for their brutality, the boycott of Junior
Roma could not be seen as anything other than poorly disguised racism. Sadly, the Czech Football Federation failed to state the obvious
– that sports are meant to unite people and not separate them – so that’s
when Sweden’s Ambassador, Annika Jagander, entered the fray with
her initiative: Supported by staff from seven other embassies in Prague
and a fair-minded Czech referee, she played a friendly match against
the boycotted Junior Roma to protest against the discrimination.
The initiative garnered broad attention in the Czech media, mostly
favourable, but also some critical. In the interview on pages 18-19 in
this edition of Nordic News, Ambassador Jagander speaks about Roma
discrimination in greater detail. What I can say, though, is that the Nordic Chamber
wholeheartedly supports
her football
initiative.
We condemn
racism and
discrimination in sports
as strongly as
we detest it

in business life, and we are
honoured that Ambassador Jagander in September
became our new Honorary
Chairwoman.
It may seem, though,
that football is not the only
sphere of Czech society
which has a problem with
discrimination. Last year
a health school in Prague
denied two young Muslim
students the right to wear
a headscarf (hijab), stating that as future nurses in
Czech hospitals, their faces
must be visible. Although
the school’s explanation is
factually wrong – a hijab
does not cover the face –
the incident was used by
several parties in the municipal elections campaign as “proof” that
Islamism is on the advance in the Czech Republic.
What has this to do with the Nordic Chamber of Commerce?
Quite a lot, actually. Many of our members are multinationals, who
are dependent on hiring an engineer from India, a biologist from Tel
Aviv, or an IT specialist from Indonesia. In a world with ever-tougher
competition for the smartest professionals, those experts simply will
not take a job in the Czech Republic if the country becomes known
as a xenophobe’s heaven.
In reality, however, Bohemia and Moravia have fostered people
like Tomáš G. Masaryk, Přemysl Pitter and Václav Havel, some of
the world’s most admired advocates of tolerance and non-discrimination. The Czech Republic would enhance its economic competitiveness if it actively implemented their legacy.
I hope to see you soon at one of our events!
Yours sincerely,
Stefan Lager
President of the Nordic Chamber of Commerce in the Czech Republic

MARK IN YOUR DIARY
Date
October

23

Event

Place

Effective security solutions in practice

Hilton Prague
venue to be confirmed

November

5

Press meeting – TRANSPARENCY document

November

5

Global reporting initiative – the Swedish approach

Hilton Prague

Criminal Liability of statutory bodies

Hotel Jalta

November 13
November 15

Badminton tournament

venue to be confirmed

November 19

Doing business with Scandinavia

venue to be confirmed

Decemeber 4

Doing Business in Denmark

venue to be confirmed

December 11

Christmas St. Lucia Party

Hergertova Cihelna

If you are interested in increasing your marketing exposure to the Nordic community by sponsoring any of the above events, or have any topic that you would like us to
cover in the future, please contact Lea Turcarova lea.turcarova@nordicchamber.cz. We reserve the right to make changes to the contents due to unforeseen circumstances.
The above agenda may be subject to changes – all members will be given further details or advised of changes by fax or mail. Please make sure to check our web site, www.nordicchamber.cz, for updates.

INVESTMENT NEWS

WESTINGHOUSE SWEDEN TARGETS TEMELÍN

T

he Czech daughter company of Sweden’s SKF, the world’s leading producer of bearings, seals, lubrication systems and
power transmission products, has invested
CZK 300 million in the reconstruction of the
former Lincoln plant in Chodov near Karlovy Vary.
During the reconstruction, in addition to
undertaking a broad technological modernisation, SKF enlarged the original plant by 8,000
square meters. SKF bought the American lubrication systems provider in 2010 for USD 1
million, and the Western Bohemia plant was a
part of Lincoln’s operations in Europe.
The acquisition simultaneously marks
the rebirth of SKF’s production activities in
Bohemia. During the interwar period, the
Swedish concern operated a factory in nearby
Černýš, but it was nationalised by the com-

I

n an interview with the daily newspaper
Lidové Noviny, Danny Roderick, CEO
of the energy giant
Westinghouse, which
is controlled by the
Toshiba Group, says
that the American
company is eager to
deliver fuel to the Temelín nuclear power
plant through its subsidiary in Sweden.
“Our
Swedish
plant is still producing
fuel for newer Russian
reactors of the VVER

SWEDISH TRANSCOM SELLS CZECH CMS

LUXEMBOURG (TRA) – The Swedish sales, technical support
and credit management services company Transcom has sold
its Prague-based subsidiary Czech Credit Management Services
(CMS) to Credit Express Group for EUR 2.1 million. The divested
CMS had a turnover amounting to EUR 4.6 million in 2013. This
transaction is in line with Transcom’s strategy of focusing on its
core business – outsourced customer care solutions. Transcom
was created in 1995 by the investment company Kinnevik. The
company entered the Czech market in 2002, when it gradually built
up a call centre with 110 operators serving both local and international corporate clients.

1000 type, which are operated, for instance, at
Temelín,” Mr Roderick told LN. “We have invested significantly in the production of fuel
for VVER 1000 reactors and we are ready to
start mass production.”
Westinghouse was the original supplier of
fissionable fuel to Temelín’s two reactors, but
in 2006, ČEZ awarded Russia’s TVEL a 10year contract for the supply of fuel. The contract, which has been running since 2010, is
worth “several billion CZK”. TVEL currently
also supplies fuel to the Dukovany nuclear
power plant in Moravia.
Westinghouse Sweden, located in
Västerås, has built several nuclear power
plants in Sweden and Finland – all based on
its own, independent design. The company
also supplies nuclear fuel, components and
services to other countries in Europe, the
USA and Asia.

courtesy photo

munist regime in
1948.
As the future base for SKF’s
global production of
lubrication systems,
the Chodov plant
will have a pivotal
role in the concern’s
operations. Currently, 350 people are
working at the plant,
but another 150 employees will be hired
during 2015. The
reconstructed plant will be officially opened
this November.
courtesy photo
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ŠKODA WINS NEW TENDER IN FINLAND

PLZEŇ (DOO) – The Czech engineering company Doosan Škoda
Power has been awarded a contract to retrofit the steam turbine part
of a 125 MW heating facility located at the Naantali power plant near
Turku. After the Salmissari, Loviisa and Seinajoki power plants, the
present contract represents the fourth successful tender in Finland
for the Czech engineering company in the last four years. The contract is worth around CZK 90 million. The power plant is owned by the
municipality of Turku, Fortum Power and Heat, with whom Škoda is
already cooperating as a supplier to the Loviisa Nuclear Power Plant.

PRAGUE (ČTK) – No-one will be charged with alleged corruption in
connection with the Czech Republic’s CZK 60 billion contract for the
purchase of Gripen jet fighters in 2002, which was later cancelled.
The Prague High State Attorney´s Office has definitively shelved
the case after four years. Marek Bodlák, head of the State Attorney’s serious economic and financial crime department, said no
facts have been uncovered that would justify the launch of criminal
proceedings against any particular person. Anti-corruption police
have investigated and shelved the case three times since 2002. Investigations have also taken place in Austria, Sweden and the USA.

courtesy photo

GRIPEN BRIBE CASE CLOSED
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SWEDISH LELO DOUBLES CZECH SALES

LELO’s goal over the coming 12 months is
to improve the quality of service to their Czech
consumers. The company will also partner up
with more local sex educators and bloggers to
reach a bigger audience.
“We have seen a great increase in interest
in LELO products all across post-communist
Europe, especially in Poland and Lithuania.
It’s part of a general trend as people are becoming more open with their sexuality and are now
comfortable when investing in their satisfaction and pleasure,” Ms Catney says.

T

o save costs and boost profitability Orifarm Group, a parallel importer of medicines from low-cost EU countries to the Nordic
region, in 2012 merged its production facilities
in Denmark, the Czech Republic and Germany into one new facility in Hostivice outside
Prague. Now, the Danish company claims it
will not be affected by the Czech Republic’s
new drive against exports of pharmaceuticals.
As a result of parallel importers’ increased
activities Czech patients have reportedly been
lacking important medicines, for instance
against high blood pressure and depression.
Accordingly, Parliament has from 2015 prohibited exports of any medicines which the
State Institute for Drug Control considers to be
in short supply in the Czech market.
“Orifarm’s site in Hostivice handles pharmaceutical products purchased within the EU,
and not only in the Czech Republic, for our
sales in the Nordic area and Germany,” Gen-

eral Manager Brian B. Vagnsgaard says. “The
law amendment concerns, in our view, potentially very few products in respect of which an
export ban within the limits of EU law can be
justified by the authorities as a proportionate
and as the only measure available to secure the
supply of the pharmaceutical products necessary for the Czech public.”
Orifarm is also engaged in the sale of generic drugs in the Nordic countries. In 2013 the
company’s annual revenues increased year-onyear by over 10 percent to EUR 737 million;
operating profit grew by EUR 5 million to
EUR 16 million.

CZECH DUMPING IN DENMARK

MTG MAKES MORE MONEY

NORDIC FASHION OUTSOURCED TO BOR

courtesy photo
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ELO, a Swedish producer of high-quality
sex toys and intimate lifestyle products, is
beefing up its presence on the Czech market.
Thanks to its cooperation with local retailers and LELO’s own Czech-language e-shop,
year-on-year sales increased in July 2014 by
almost 100 percent, with customers willing to
invest more in the top line of products.
“What this shows is a greater knowledge
of the market on the part of the Czech consumer and enthusiasm for the LELO brand,
all giving positive signs of things to come,”
LELO’s Communication Director Kathryn
Catney says. “Moreover, the Czech media is
becoming more open to discussing the topic of
pleasure, and LELO’s products have recently
been featured in several Czech magazines.”

COPENHAGEN (BOR) – A Czech company, Pencom, which has 40
people working for Huawei in Denmark on upgrading TDC’s 3G net
to 4G, has been forced to sign an agreement securing Denmark’s
minimum wage for its employees. Pencom was forced to take the
step after the Danish Union of Electricians (DEF) threatened to file
a suit against them for engaging in social dumping. “The Czechs’
wages were raised to DKK 180 an hour, which was a nice increase
on what they had been earning,” DEF’s leader Lars Jensen commented. The Danish trade unionists have started a campaign to
inform the Czech workers about their rights.

IKAST (AOI) – The fashion and women’s underwear retailer Bon’A
parte, which is one of Denmark’s largest mail order companies (with
a significant e-commerce operation), has finished the outsourcing
of its central warehouse to the Czech Republic. Order-taking and
dispatch across Europe is also located in Bor, in the Plzeň region.
As a result, the workforce in Denmark has been cut from 300 to
200. “Danish and Czech logistics centres are equally effective, but
because of the lower cost level in the Czech Republic, Bon’A parte
will achieve significant savings and a number of additional synergy
effects,” the company said in a press release.

courtesy photo

L

PRAGUE (TBE) – The Czech Republic’s second largest private broadcaster FTV Prima – in which Sweden’s Modern Times Group holds a 50
percent stake, plus management control – last year pocketed the biggest profits in its history. According to mediaguru.cz, Prima earned CZK
550 million before taxes in 2013, which was an 18 percent increase on
2012. Total revenues grew to CZK 2.9 billion – 11 percent more than in
the previous year. The excellent result is due to the fact that several major advertisers in early 2013 switched to Prima from its competitor NOVA
because of the latter’s new trading terms and conditions.
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ssed packing, which has made storage easier
and less expensive.”
Rockwool was established in the Czech
Republic in 1993 and started production of
stone wool five years later. Currently, 150
people work for the Danish company in Northern Moravia.

I

n August, Czech construction firm Metrostav started to drill the
1,565 metre-long Bjørnebakkane road tunnel in Western
Norway. In cooperation with
local company Havnen Anlegg, Metrostav is also going
to build an avalanche barrier
for the Norwegian Public
Roads Administration. The
construction project, which
is worth CZK 476 million,

SAAB CLINCHES AMMUNITION CONTRACT

STOCKHOLM (SPC) – Defence and security company Saab and the
European Defence Agency (EDA) have signed a framework agreement for potential orders of Carl-Gustaf ammunition from the Czech
Republic, Poland and the three Baltic states. The agreement will last
five years and includes a possible extension of two years. The agreement includes potential orders worth approximately SEK 460 million.
The agreement, under which the EDA acts as the central purchasing
body, aims to coordinate the purchase of Carl-Gustaf ammunition by
several EU member countries to meet their demand due to similarities
in ammunition requirements. The first deliveries are estimated to 2015.

SLOVAK-SWEDISH DECLARATION IN PRAGUE

PRAGUE (TBE) – In early September, the State Secretaries of Defence of Sweden, Slovakia and the Czech Republic signed a partnership declaration in Prague. The agreement lays the foundations
for close cooperation between the Czech Republic and Slovakia in
protecting the two countries’ airspace. The presence of Sweden’s
State Secretary Carl von der Esch signalled that Slovakia has officially started negotiations with Gripen to replace its outdated MIG 29
jet fighters. In the future, a fleet of 20 Gripen aircraft – 14 Czech and
six Slovak – will operate from Čáslav air base, with Sliač in Slovakia
acting as a support base.

ABB OPENS HIGH VOLTAGE PLANT

ZURICH (GPR) – In June, the Swedish-Swiss power and automation technology group ABB inaugurated a new manufacturing unit
for high-voltage components in Brno, Czech Republic. The new unit
will employ around 200 people and will form part of the company’s
global gas-insulated switchgear (GIS) factory network. The campus
is spread over 12,500 square metres and incorporates engineering,
assembly, and testing facilities. “This latest unit will further strengthen
our regional and global manufacturing footprint,” said Giandomenico
Rivetti, head of ABB’s High Voltage business. ABB currently employs
3,300 people in eight locations across the Czech Republic. The production is conducted at seven manufacturing facilities.
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T

he Danish company Rockwool, one of
the world’s leading producers of stone wool, has decided to modernise the production line at its factory in Bohumín in the
north-eastern part of the Czech Republic. Simultaneously, the company is reconstructing
the plant’s warehouse. The process, which
will be finished by 2016, is estimated to require CZK 500 million in investment.
As a result of its production upgrade,
Rockwool will hire 110 new people. Already
this year the company will be able to produce
insulation material with significantly improved heat isolation parameters in Bohumín.
“We are offering the new and improved
products as part of a concerted drive by Rockwool’s subsidiaries in the Czech Republic,
Poland and Hungary,” Marketing Director
Josef Mik comments. “Moreover, we have
started to distribute our products in compre-

should be completed in September 2016.
According to spokesman František Polák, Metrostav won the contract thanks to
its positive references from previous Nordic projects. Metrostav recently finished
two road tunnels in Iceland (worth a total
of CZK 1 billion) and two access tunnels
for the Helsinki metro (worth CZK 121
million). Currently, Metrostav is engaged
in yet another billion-koruna project in
Iceland – the eight-kilometre-long Norðfjörður tunnel. Recently, its subsidiary
Subterra won a CZK 480 million tunnel
contract in Stockholm.
The Nordic region is becoming an ever
more important market for Metrostav. Given that no new tunnels are planned for the
Czech Republic, foreign contracts are the
only way to keep the company’s specialised tunnelling teams together. To that end,
Metrostav has established a subsidiary in
Iceland and opened sales offices in both
Norway and Finland.
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ROCKWOOL EXPANDS IN BOHUMÍN

A

round 50 participants were expected
when the Nordic embassies in Prague,
in co-operation with Transparency International (TI), arranged a one-day seminar in
mid-September on anti-corruption measures.
The fact that almost 150 people eventually
turned up at the conference (entitled “A society without corruption – a Nordic perspective”) and that the event was hosted by the
Senate of the Czech Republic, demonstrated
at least three things:
First of all, there is huge interest among
Czechs in learning exactly what the Nordic
countries have done to be repeatedly ranked
by TI among the world’s ten least corrupt
countries. Secondly, the fight against “the
cancer of society”, as Vice Chairman of the
Senate Alena Gajdušková put it, has political backing from the Czech Republic’s
most important institutions. And thirdly,
many Czechs – and perhaps also quite a few
Scandinavians – have the misconception
that corruption has been eradicated in the
Nordic countries.
“The Nordic countries are not corruption-free either – we have just had more time
than the Czech Republic to cope with this
problem,” Sweden’s ambassador Annika Jagander said in her opening speech. “There is
no quick-fix to this problem, but a number of
different instruments must be combined.”
The organisers managed to drum up
an impressive battery of speakers. Gunnar
Stetler, Head of the Office for Combating

ECONOMICS & TRANSPARENCY

A NORDIC PERSPECTIVE ON CORRUPTION

Corruption in Sweden’s National Public Prosecution Department, caused some surprise
by stating that in his opinion prevention is
more important than having a large number
of investigators. Yet, when corruption crimes are committed, people must be confident that the police will take action.
“Here, a free press and whistle-blowers are
also crucial, because it’s practically impossible
for the police to detect a 1 million-bribe in a 1
billion-contract,” the Swedish prosecutor said,
underlining the importance of transparency in
the Nordic countries.
Lenka Bradáčová, Prague’s Chief State Prosecutor, praised Sweden as a model
country in the fight against corruption. Although some laws, such as the amendment
which makes it possible to prosecute corporate entities for corruption, have also proved
effective in the Czech Republic, she still
doubted that Nordic legislation could be introduced en bloc.
“Corruption is closely linked to the
values on which a given society is built,”
Chief Prosecutor Bradáčová asserted. “[Like
Sweden], the Czech Republic too can establish an independent office for prosecuting
corruption, but if that office is not filled with
brave and capable prosecutors with personal
integrity, it won’t make any sense.”
The Nordic perspective was completed
by anti-corruption experts from Finland,
Norway and Denmark. In addition, Jan
Spáčil of Deloitte aptly reminded the audi-

ŠKODA SALES BEST EVER ...

MLADÁ BOLESLAV (SMC) – Škoda Auto has significantly increased
deliveries, sales revenue and operating profit in the first half of 2014.
With sales of 522,500 vehicles – up 12.5 percent year-on-year – this
was the first time that the Czech carmaker has delivered more than
half a million vehicles worldwide in the first half of a year. Sales
revenue also increased in the same period, setting a new half-year
record of EUR 5.974 billion. This constituted an increase of 20.3 percent on the first half of 2013. Operating profit increased compared to
the same period last year by 74.9 percent to EUR 425 million.

… NORWAY’S MOST POPULAR CAR

OSLO (AFT) – With 2,726 cars sold, the Škoda Octavia station wagon
was by far Norway’s most popular station wagon in the first eight
months of 2014. The Toyota Auris (2,047), Volkswagen Golf (1,722)
and Volvo V70 (1,647) took the following places. “It’s not hard to understand why the Czech vehicle is so popular,” the daily Aftenposten
writes. “It’s built with many of the same components as the VW Golf
or Audi A3, but where the Audi, especially, focuses on design and
sporty image, the Škoda offers practicality. In addition, it has interior
room that rivals many cars of the next size up.”

ence that it‘s a mistake to believe that graft
is limited to public procurement and state
institutions, because it is also widespread between private companies.
Yet the general impression of the conference was that many of the tools that the
Nordic countries use against corruption, are
already available in the Czech Republic in
some form or other. The biggest challenge is
to use them.
T.B.E
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EXPORTS TO DENMARK SKYROCKETING…
Exports to

H1 2013

H1 2014

y/y index (%)

Denmark

10,906

21,977

201.5

Finland

7,377

9,379

127.1

Iceland

0,471

0,467

99.1

Norway

7,716

7,765

100.6

Sweden

22,747

27,257

119.8

(in CZK bill.)

Source: ČSÚ

… IMPORTS FROM FINLAND TAKING OFF
H1 2013

H1 2014

Denmark

7,655

8,567

111.9

Finland

3,681

4,708

127.9

Iceland

0,598

0,618

103.3

Norway

14,288

8,839

61.8

Sweden

12,690

14,092

Imports from

(in CZK bill.)

y/y index (%)

111.0
Source: ČSÚ
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HELENA TUURI FINLAND’S NEW AMBASSADOR …

arlier this year, Per Funch (48) took
up the post of General Director of
Bosch und Siemens Hausgeräte in the
Czech Republic. He is a Danish national
with more than 20 years’ managerial experience within international trade and strategic business operations.
Per Funch joined the German home
appliances producer in 1998. In 2004, he
moved
from
the company’s
Danish branch
office to its
Swedish office.
Since 2009, he
has been working at BSH’s
headquarters in
Germany.
The boss of
BSH’s Czech
operations
graduated in Marketing and Finance from
Køge Business College. He is married with
two children, and dedicates his spare time to
his family, bicycling, cooking and travelling.

D

enisa Assefová has joined Havel, Holásek & Partners as a Senior Associate.
She specialises in IP/IT, media and telecommunications, judicial, arbitral and adminis-

PRESIDENT ZEMAN HONOURED IN RHODES

PRAGUE (TBE) – In September President Miloš Zeman travelled
to Rhodes to receive the prize of honour of the World Public Forum
(WPF) during its annual session. The goal of the WPF, which Mr
Zeman has repeatedly visited after it was established in 2003, is to
bring together public figures from all over the world to create a “Dialogue of Civilizations“. The Forum’s President is Russian state official
Vladimir Yakunin, a close associate of Vladimir Putin. In response to
Russia’s aggression in Ukraine, the US government in March banned
Mr Yakunin from travelling to the United States, freezing all his assets
in the country.

PETER RUZICKA HEAD OF ORKLA

PRAGUE (TBE) – The board of Orkla, the Nordic region’s leading supplier of branded consumer goods, has appointed Peter A. Ruzicka (50)
its new President and CEO. Orkla’s new boss has 24 years of experience in the retail sector. He was in charge of establishing ICA in the
Baltics. From 2000 to 2003 he headed Ahold’s operations in the Czech
Republic and Slovakia, and then worked for three years as Managing
Director of Jernia ASA. “Peter Ruzicka knows Orkla and the grocery
industry well, and has solid brand expertise. He is eminently qualified
to lead Orkla forward,” Board Chairman Stein Erik Hagen said.

courtesy photo

E

trative proceedings, and the law governing
commercial contracts
Prior to coming to Havel, Holásek &
Partners in 2014, Ms Assefová worked at
several Czech law firms and in a major international
law firm. She
advised local and foreign clients,
representing
them before
courts
and
administrative authorities.
From
2008 to 2010
she worked
as a lawyer in the Dispute Resolution Department of the Czech Industrial Property
Office, where she developed her extensive
knowledge of IP law.
Denisa Assefová has a Master of Laws
degree from Charles University and a Masters degree in ICT Law from the University
of Oslo.

K

ing Harald of Norway has appointed
Siri Ellen Sletner (61) as his new envoy to the Czech Republic. She replaces Jens
Eikaas, who has returned to Oslo after five
years in Prague.
“I look forward to my tenure in the
Czech Republic and having the possibility at

ERICSSON NAMES NEW NORDIC BOSS

STOCKHOLM (ECC) – Charlotta Sund has been appointed Head
of Ericsson’s Region Northern Europe and Central Asia. Sund
has 25 years’ experience of the telecommunications industry and
her positions in Ericsson
have included heading
up product and business
development and leading
Multimedia & Systems Integration for the Nordic &
Baltic markets. “In Region
Northern Europe and Central Asia we have some of
the most advanced customers within new areas
such as utilities and transport. Together with the
team in the region I have
worked to successfully
create customer partnerships in new industries,”
Charlotta Sund said.
courtesy photo
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years in this interesting and beautiful country,” Ambassador Tuuri comments.

courtesy photo

C

ounsellor of Foreign Affairs Helena
Tuuri has been appointed Finland’s
new ambassador to the Czech Republic. She
replaces Päivi Hiltunen-Toivio, who has
moved to Jakarta to head Finland’s embassy
in Indonesia.
Ambassador
Tuuri
has
transferred
to
Prague from
the Foreign
Ministry’s
Department
for the Middle East and
North
Africa, which
she had been heading since 2008. Mrs Tuuri has also worked at the Prime Minister’s
Office as Deputy Head of the Government
Secretariat for EU Affairs, as the Prime Minister’s adviser on EU affairs, and as Committee Counsel to the Grand Committee of the
Parliament of Finland.
Earlier in her diplomatic career Ambassador Tuuri was stationed in Paris and
at Finland’s EU representation in Brussels.
She is trained as a lawyer at Helsinki University and joined the Ministry for Foreign
Affairs in 1987.
“It is an honour to have been appointed
as the Ambassador of Finland to the Czech
Republic. I look forward to the upcoming

PEOPLE IN PLACES
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… SIRI E. SLETNER NEW NORWEGIAN AMBASSADOR

ianca Dochtorowicz has been named
head of Business Sweden’s Prague
office and Sweden’s new Trade Commissioner in the Czech Republic. She was previously based in Warsaw, having joined
Business Sweden in 2008. Earlier in her
career she worked within the field of water
and sustainable development in Stockholm.
“My goal in the new job is to promote Sweden and enhance the image and awareness of Sweden as an
attractive, innovative and competitive business partner in the Czech Republic,” Bianca Dochtorowicz says.
“I wish to focus on supporting Swedish
companies that are not yet established in
the Czech Republic and Slovakia and also
companies that are already present on the
markets in any way to help their business
grow and expand.”
The new
trade
commissioner
has a Master
of Laws Degree from the
University of
Stockholm
and she has
also studied
Law and Economics in the
US and Austria. In her

PRAGUE (AKT) – Assistant General Director of the Czech Intelligence
Service (ÚZSI) Miroslav Toman, who stood in as General Director for
a while this summer after ÚZSI boss Ivo Schwarz stood down, has
decided to withdraw from the organisation. Mr Toman, who is expected
to become Czech consul general in Los Angeles, has been replaced
by Zdeněk Blahut as Assistant Director of the Intelligence Service.
Earlier this summer, Jiří Šašek was named new head of ÚZSI. His
predecessor, Ivo Schwarz, has been appointed the Czech Republic’s
ambassador to Tel Aviv, thus underlining the close ties between ÚZSI
and Israeli authorities.

ARMY CHIEF PAVEL NATO TOP BRASS

PRAGUE (CRO) – The Chief of the General Staff of the Czech Army,
General Petr Pavel, has been elected as the new Chairman of NATO’s
Military Committee. He will replace the present committee head, Danish General Knud Bartels, next year. General Pavel is the first representative of a former Warsaw Pact country to hold the senior post. In
the vote, committee members chose the Czech over rival candidates
from Italy and Greece. His mandate will last three years and can be
prolonged. The Chairman of the Military Committee – NATO’s highest
military authority – serves as chief military adviser to NATO’s secretary
general, Norwegian Jens Stoltenberg.

T

he Czech Republic’s second largest private broadcaster, FTV Prima,
which is controlled by Sweden’s Modern
Times Group, has named Petr Jelínek the
new Director
of its Media
Club. In this
position he
will be responsible for
ad sales at
all of Prima’s
four
channels, plus its
online operations.
Prior to
joining FTV Prima, Petr Jelinek headed
Finnish publisher Sanoma’s online sales in
the Czech Republic. He has also filled the
same position at TV Nova.
“The highly competitive environment
in the television advertisement business
makes really efficient and flexible communication more important than ever,” FTV
Prima’s General Director Marek Singer
notes.

STRÖMSHOLM CZECH CONSUL IN MALMÖ

PRAGUE (TUR) – Attorney-at-law Katerina Strömsholm, partner in
the Swedish law firm Gärde Wesslau (Nordic Chamber member),
has been appointed as honorary consul of the Czech Republic in
Malmö. Mrs Strömsholm
specialises in public procurement and competition law. As a graduate
of both the Law Faculty
of Charles University in
Prague and the Faculty
of Law of Lund University she has extensive
experience in advising
Czech and Slovak clients
in legal matters related to
various business activities in Sweden and establishment on the Swedish
market. Mats Gunnar
Bååth was the Czech Republic’s previous honorary consul in Malmö.
courtesy photo

SHAKE-UP IN CZECH INTELLIGENCE

spare time, Bianca Dochtorowicz enjoys
travelling with her family and friends. She
also is a big fan of racket sports and cycling, and she is looking forward to starting
with her Czech language lessons.
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first hand to experience one of the young democracies in Europe with a very interesting
history,” Ambassador Sletner says.
Norway’s new envoy in Prague,
who is married with three children, holds
a
Bachelor of Arts
from
the
University
of Oslo and
a diploma
from
the
College
of Europe
in Bruges.
Since joining the Foreign Service in 1980, Siri Sletner has been stationed
in Tokyo and Brussels. From 2008 to 2012
she was Norway’s ambassador to Hungary
and Slovenia. She comes to Prague from the
position of Director of the Foreign Ministry’s European Policy section.
“The Czech Republic is an EU member
and Norway is a close partner of the EU;
and we are both members of NATO. This
forms a basis for close dialogue on different
issues,” Ambassador Sletner notes. “I must
also mention the Norway Grants. The Czech
Republic is about to implement the Grants
for the second period (2009-2014), and from
the Embassy, we will use this possibility to
broaden and deepen bilateral cooperation.”
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G

ALARD, the gentlemen’s tailors, is
following the tradition of men’s bespoke tailoring from the time of the Czechoslovak First Republic. Using the highest
quality English, French and Italian fabrics
GALARD creates high quality bespoke
suits and shirts. Their Prague workshop,
where bespoke suits are hand-made from
the first cut to the last stitch, is open to customers, giving you a unique opportunity to
see the masters at work. The company’s

product portfolio also includes other accessories required for every gentleman –
such as shoes, belts, ties, handkerchiefs
and cufflinks. All of Galard’s products are
the result of real and honest craftsmanship.
The company has showrooms in Prague
and Brno.

S

ituated 40 km to the south of Prague,
Golf & Spa Resort Konopiště is the
largest golf resort in the Czech Republic. It
offers play on two 18-hole master courses
and one nine-hole course. The resort also
offers good training facilities, the rental of
golf carts and other equipment, and a pro
shop. In the heart of the resort there is a hotel offering 55 luxurious double rooms and
two suites. The resort boasts a large spa &
wellness centre and two restaurants. The

hotel’s conference premises are suitable for
both corporate and private events.

S

ince its opening in 1958, Hotel Jalta –
located at Wenceslas Square – has been
one of Prague‘s premier hotels and a favourite
venue for visitors to the city. Designed by the
renowned architect Antonín Tenzer and classified as a cultural monument, the hotel has
recently undergone a major refurbishment
and offers the standards and services of an international four-star hotel. Hotel Jalta has 94
luxurious rooms, stylishly decorated. Other
facilities include COMO Restaurant (with a
summer terrace) and a conference centre with
capacity for up to 250 people.

P

öyry Environment is a subsidiary of Finland’s Pöyry, which is an international
consulting and engineering company. The
company delivers strategic advisory and engineering services, underpinned by strong project implementation capability and expertise.
Its focus sectors are power generation, transmission & distribution, forest industry, che-

CYBER SECURITY CENTRE OPENED …

PRAGUE (ČRo) – The Czech Republic’s first National Centre for Cybernetic Security has been opened in Brno. The new headquarters,
operated by the National Security Authority, is tasked with gathering information and preventing possible cyber-attacks against state
institutions and offices. The new centre will help IT specialists at the
National Security Authority to better focus as a whole on potential
threats and to test software and suspicious code as well as defences.
“Our job is to learn as much as we can about cybernetic attacks, to
prevent them and – if we can’t – to minimise the damage,” its Director
Vladimír Rohel said.

S

catec Solar is an integrated independent solar power producer aiming to make
solar a sustainable and affordable source
of energy worldwide. Scatec Solar develops, builds, owns and operates solar power
plants and will in 2014 deliver power from
220 MW in the Czech Republic, South Africa and Rwanda. The company is in strong
growth and has a solid pipeline of projects
under development in Africa, the US, Japan,
the Middle East and Europe. Scatec Solar is
headquartered in Oslo. The company’s Czech
operations are headed by Viktor Matisko.

F

ounded in Hälsingborg in Sweden in
1934, Securitas is a global knowledge

leader in security. From a broad range of services of specialised guarding, technology so-

SECURITAS LAUNCHES UAV SERVICES

PRAGUE (TBE) – The Czech subsidiary of Securitas has enlarged
its portfolio of services by offering its clients guarding by means of an
unmanned aerial vehicle (drone). The service is specially targeted to
monitor or video-record locations where it is difficult to deploy surveillance groups to detect criminal activities. The drones are also an efficient tool to monitor the movements of unwanted persons in the vicinity
of guarded areas. The drones will be operated by specially trained
Securitas employees in Prague, Olomouc, Brno, České Budějovice
and Ostrava. The operation of the drones and storage of video material fully complies with Czech legislation.
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... RUSSIAN SPYWARE ATTACKING

LONDON (REU) – A sophisticated piece of spyware has been quietly
infecting hundreds of government computers across Europe and the
United States in one of the most complex cyber espionage programs
uncovered to date. Several security researchers and Western intelligence officers say they believe the malware, widely known as Turla, is
the work of the Russian government and is linked to the software used
to launch a massive breach of U.S. military security in 2008. Sweden’s
signals intelligence agency FRA said that it had discovered multiple
attacks against authorities, governments and universities – some detected only after several years.

micals & bio refining, mining & metals, transportation and water. Pöyry has an extensive
local office network employing about 6,000
experts. Pöyry‘s net sales in 2013 were EUR
650 million. The company was established in
the Czech Republic in 2004, when it acquired
Brno-based Aquatis.
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lutions and consulting and investigations, the
company customises offerings that are suited
to the individual customer’s needs in order to
deliver the most effective security solutions.

Securitas has over 310,000 employees in 52
countries, serving in everything from small
stores to national airports. Since 1991, the
company has been operating in the Czech
Republic, where its 3,500 employees offer
services involving guarding, specialised solutions and alert services.

V

alcon Prague is the Central and Eastern European arm of the Danish consultancy Valcon, which employs 200 people
in its offices in Denmark, Sweden, Norway,
the Czech Republic, the UK, India and China.
Valcon’s focus is to ensure added value for
its customers, e.g. by increasing productivity, reducing lead time, reducing cost within a

company. It helps companies looking to manage or develop business in the CEE region.
Valcon Prague’s services include operational
due diligence, audit, supply chain development and management, partner search, location research, business transfer, company
start-up, recruitment, programme and project
management. Robert Jeakins is CEO of the
Czech office.

is located in Rauma, Finland, and the company’s factories are located in Rauma, Burglengenfeld (Germany), Královice (the Czech
Republic) and Olesno (Poland). Oras employs
about 1,400 people and is currently the fourth
largest faucet manufacturer in Europe.

MEMBERSHIP FEES
The Annual General Meeting approves
annual membership fees.

O

ras International OY is a significant developer, manufacturer and marketer of
sanitary fittings. Since it was founded in 1945
by Mr Erkki Paasikivi, the company has introduced high-quality design products featuring
user-friendly technical solutions. In the 1990s
Oras launched the first touchless electronic
faucets on the market. Oras is owned by Oras
Invest, a family company. The head office

1. Companies with more than 100 employees
– CZK 40,000 per annum or pro rata
2. Companies with 31-100 employees
– CZK 30,000 per annum
3. Companies with 11-30 employees
– CZK 20,000 per annum
4. Companies with up to 10 employees
– CZK 10,000 per annum
5. Individuals
– CZK 5,000 per annum

CONTACT INFORMATION:
GALARD FASHION: Vyskočilova 1326/5 – BB Centre locality, 140 00 Prague 4, T: +420 778 801 802, E: praha@galard.cz, www.galard.cz
GOLF & SPA RESORT KONOPIŠTĚ: Tvoršovice 27, 256 01 Benešov, T: +420 317 784 044, F: +420 317 784 043, E: gcko@gcko.cz, www.gcko.cz
HOTEL JALTA A.S.:: Václavské nám. 45/818, 110 00 Prague 1, T: +420 222 822 111, E: concierge@hoteljalta.com, www.hoteljalta.com
PÖYRY ENVIRONMENT A.S.: Botanická 834/56, 602 00 Brno, T: +420 541 554 111, E: renata.fedrova@poyry.com, www.poyry.cz
SCATEC SOLAR S.R.O.: Na Zátorce 12, 160 00 Prague 6, T: +420 233 085 502, E: infor@scatecsolar.com, www.scatecsolar.com
SECURITAS ČR S.R.O.: Pod Pekárnami 878/2, 190 00 Prague 9, T: +420 284 017 111, F: +420 271 772 999, E: management@securitas.cz, www.securitas.cz
VALCON PRAGUE S.R.O.: Nad Rokoskou 2361/2a, 180 00 Prague 8, T: +420 724 220 966, E: rjea@valconprague.cz, www.valcon.info
ORAS INTERNATIONAL OY: Mladoboleslavská 968, 197 00 Prague 9, T: +420 286 854 892, F: +420 286 854 893, E: info.czech@oras.com, www.oras.com

SKANSKA BUILDS RAILWAY JUNCTION

PRAGUE (LUL) – Skanska has signed a contract with the Czech
state organisation Railway Infrastructure Administration for the modernisation of the Plzeň railway junction. The contract is worth CZK 1.7
billion. The project includes the rebuilding of part of Plzeň’s railway
station. Among other things, new platforms and an underpass will be
constructed to improve access for passengers. Construction started
in April 2014 and is due to be completed in March 2016. Skanska
Czech Republic, which is one of the country’s largest construction
companies, had sales in 2013 of SEK 4.1 billion. The company has
about 4,300 employees in the Czech Republic and Slovakia.

ORKLA SELLS RIEBER FOODS POLSKA …

PRAGUE (TBE) – Norway’s Orkla has entered into an agreement to
sell Rieber Foods Polska (Delecta) to an investment fund managed
by Innova Capital for NOK 195 million. Delecta has 350 employees
and is a leading branded consumer goods company in the cake mixes and desserts categories in Poland. The company has been part of
Orkla since 2013, when the Norwegian giant bought Bergen-based
Rieber & Søn ASA. In the same acquisition Orkla also took over the
Czech dry food giant Vitana. According to Czech media reports in
February, Orkla had commissioned Lazard and Raiffeisenbank to
find a buyer for Vitana.
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… BUT DECIDES TO KEEP CZECH VITANA

PRAGUE (IDN) – Orkla, the owner of the Byšice-based dry-food producer Vitana, has changed its decision of earlier this year to sell the
company. “The Norwegians suddenly backed out. The problem was
last year’s results, which could not guarantee [Orkla] the price they
wanted. This year they expect the situation to stabilise, so they didn’t
wish to sell at underprice,” a source close to the negotiations told
the iDnes daily. Orkla originally expected between CZK 800 million
and CZK 1 billion for Vitana. Unilever (through its daughter company
Knorr) and the Croatian producer Podravka have been mentioned
among possible buyers of Vitana.
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THE GREAT CONFUSION ABOUT CLEANTECH

ast year was not a
good one for cleantech, and reaching the
goals for 2020 poses
a greater challenge than
ever before. Companies
produce turnover and
This issue’s guest writer is
profit, and the growthKaisu Annala, Strategic
and exports-related probDirector for the Cleantech
lems in the cleantech field
Business Programme at
Finland’s Ministry of
are not qualitatively difEmployment and Economy.
ferent from those of noncleantech companies.
“Development Bank interested in Finnish cleantech”. “Finland does not know how
to commercialise clean technology”. “Cleantech fattens Finnish engineering workshops”.
“Finnish cleantech companies attract investors”. “Finland imagines itself to be a leading country in cleantech”. “EU’s global
leadership in cleantech is at risk”. “European
Council to back cleantech”. “Critics already
predicting death of cleantech”.
These are a few recent newspaper headlines. So what is actually going on? What is
true? It depends on who is answering.
Cleantech involves physical products
(including components) which aim to prevent
harm to the environment or conserve natural
resources. Services – planning, installation,
maintenance, information, consulting and
others – are “cleantech” when they are connected with these products.
In addition to traditional technolo-
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L

gies mounted on the ends of drainpipes and
smokestacks, cleantech includes technologies for the management of water resources,
reducing the use of forest resources, energy
production from renewable sources, efficiency in the use of heat and energy, and conserving non-renewable resources.

Forty thousand new jobs

As the definition is so broad, it is necessary
to focus, and focusing is best undertaken on
the basis of goals. Another EUR 25 billion in
turnover will be needed by 2020 (of which 75
percent should be exports), as well as 40,000
new jobs. The answer to the question “does
the proposed project affect the implementa-

SWEDEN NORDIC KING OF WINDMILLS

STOCKHOLM (TT) – Italy’s ENI is in talks to sell its 32.5 percent share
in Czech refinery Česká Rafinérská and 124 Agip petrol stations in
the Czech Republic to Hungarian-owned Slovnaft, according to Czech
newspaper Lidové Noviny. From early 2014, Czech downstream oil
group Unipetrol is set to be the only other shareholder in Česká Rafinérská, the country’s sole refiner, after agreeing in November to buy
a 16.3 percent stake from Royal Dutch Shell for USD 27.2 million.
Česká Rafinérská runs refineries in Litvinov and Králupy and has a total conversion capacity of 8.7 million tonnes of crude oil per year.

tion of the goals?” serves as a guide for selecting what direction is to be taken.
Energy from waste? Of course. Biomass
combined heat and power? Yes. Biofuels?
Absolutely. District cooling? Sure. Clusters
and symbiosis? Yes, as long as the business
case is on the positive side. Zero energy
buildings and their material? Yes, and let’s
stop arguing about whether wood is better than concrete, because both are needed.
Measurement technologies? Certainly, and
entrepreneurs take their own risks – only
some companies will make it out of the Valley of Death, even if they get that far. Water
technologies? Yes, and domestic references
are needed for new products. Wind and solar

FINLAND PLANS LNG TERMINAL

HELSINKI (REU) – The EU Commission has announced that Finland’s
and Estonia’s planned joint gas terminal project will not be eligible for
subsidies. After more than a year of planning, the two countries proposed
in February the construction of new liquefied natural gas (LNG) terminals on either side of the Gulf of Finland and a pipeline connecting the
two countries. However, the two-terminal model is not dead, as negotiations will continue over the next few months. Finland and the three Baltic
states of Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania consume about 10 billion cubic
metres of gas per year, all currently supplied by Russia’s Gazprom.

OSLO (REU) – In May, Southern and North-western European power
grids and exchanges linked markets, thus covering about 70 percent of
Europe’s consumers, bringing it closer to integrated electricity pricing
and reducing risks to supply. The physical and financial integration of
the two regions creates a common day-ahead power market stretching
from Portugal to Finland. The connection is likely to benefit consumers
by enabling power to flow from cheaper to more expensive areas most
of the time. In a unified market, a rise in solar or wind power in one
area may help balance a drop in hydropower from another.
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TOWARDS A SINGLE POWER MARKET

power? Yes, and yes, and competition in the
field is fierce.
New kinds of calculations have been
made at Statistics Finland about the turnover,
export, and employment figures of the cleantech/environmental business since 2012. Statistics Finland will not release the numbers
for 2013 until later in the autumn. In view of
the fact that listed companies, which report
their results on a quarterly basis, are responsible for about 80 percent of the turnover of
cleantech companies, following their results
and the actions that they take do give an indication of where things are going – even
though most do not report the share of their
business that involves cleantech.
The message is that 2013 was not a very
good one for cleantech, and reaching the
goals for 2020 is more challenging than ever.

THE WORD IS YOURS

THE GREAT CONFUSION ABOUT CLEANTECH

Companies produce turnover and profit, and the growthand exports-related problems in
the cleantech field are not qualitatively different from those of
other non-cleantech companies.
Export and growth financing
are needed, and the best knowledge available at the ministries
needs to be mobilised in the
work to support cleantech.

Cleantech not dead

It is not always about monetary support. The St 1 service
station chain deserves a special mention for
promising to replace fossil fuels in a profitable and sustainable manner.
Demonstration plants are exceptions,
and they have also been promised support
from Horizon 2020, the EU’s Research and
Innovation programme. Which of the numerous projects that have reached the table
have enough momentum behind them to concretely move forward? Public support alone
is not enough, and winning it is by no means
a foregone conclusion.
The European Council concludes for this
year: “Special attention should be paid to the
role of cleantech as a cross-cutting element for
enhancing the competitiveness of European industry.” Cleantech is at the heart of industrial
policy. All Key Enabling Technologies (KET)
are needed and are used in cleantech solutions.

LUKOIL SELLS CZECH STATIONS TO MOL

MOSCOW (REU) – Russia’s largest private crude producer Lukoil
has agreed to sell 44 petrol stations in the Czech Republic to Hungarian oil company MOL. “The decision to sell the assets was taken
as part of the effort to optimise Lukoil’s business in petroleum product
marketing,” the company stated. MOL aims to expand its more than
1,700 filling stations in Central Europe and the Balkans and earlier
this year bought the Czech, Slovak and Romanian units of Italy’s
Eni. After it buys Lukoil’s network, MOL will have 318 filling stations
in the Czech Republic, making it one of the leading participants in
that market.

A screenshot circulating on Facebook
asks: “What if climate change is a big hoax
and we create a better world for nothing?” To
paraphrase Mark Twain: News of the death of
cleantech has been greatly exaggerated.
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Cleantech is technology, services, solutions, process innovations or products
that help reduce the environmental load
caused by human activity, save energy
and natural resources, and improve the
living environment. Cleantech is one of
the strongest growth businesses in Finland. In 2012 combined turnover grew by
15 percent. Finland’s share of the global
cleantech market is over 1 percent, while
Finland’s share of the global GDP is approximately 0.4 percent. Finland’s cleantech business currently employs around
50,000 people. The government’s growth
target for cleantech by 2020 is a turnover
exceeding EUR 50 billion and the creation
of 40,000 new jobs.

COPENHAGEN WHEEL GOES ON SALE

CAMBRIDGE (CSM) – Aided by funding from the Mayor of Copenhagen, researchers at MIT in 2009 unveiled a self-contained electric bike
conversion kit called the Copenhagen Wheel, which can turn almost any
bicycle into an e-bike. Now, a spinoff company called Superpedestrian
has licensed the technology, bringing the Copenhagen Wheel to market
for USD 699. Using a 350W motor and a 48 volt lithium-ion battery,
the Copenhagen Wheel captures braking energy and then doles it out
on the basis of need. At maximum output it can help propel a biker to
speeds of up to 20 mph, although it is most useful when tackling a hill.

PRAGUE (BLO) – Korean Electric Power Corp., South Korea’s stateowned energy company, has announced that it plans to submit a
bid if the Czech electricity producer ČEZ holds a new tender for reactors at the Temelín power plant. The state-controlled utility cancelled a USD 15 billion tender for two additional reactors at Temelín
in April after the government declined to provide guarantees on the
purchase price of electricity from the new units. While CEZ currently
exports about one fifth of its power output, its aging coal power plants
will need to be replaced within the next two decades.
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KOREANS TO BID FOR TEMELÍN

ENVIRONMENT & TECHNOLOGY
FIGHTING FLOODS WITH WATER
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commercial perspective it represents a
breakthrough – not least since Hungary’s Prime Minister personally stopped
by to thank us,” the company’s Vice
President, David Conrad Konge, comments.
       The system developed by the Roskilde-based firm seems brilliantly simple.
Delivered in modules from 50 to 200
meters long, the Danish anti-flood barrier consists of two tubes, made from
a highly durable yet flexible material,
which are permanently joined to form a
twin-tube element with high static stability.
By using high-volume pumps, the
tubes are filled with the element they are
designed to protect against – flood water. The system is not only mobile and
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n early June 2013, a wet spring followed by several days of torrential
rain caused the Danube to flood. In Dunaalmás, a village in Northern Hungary,
water from the river threatened to penetrate a large underground gas reservoir.
At this critical point, local authorities
decided to call for supplies of anti-flood
barriers produced by Denmark’s Environment Solution (ES).
Only six hours after delivery, three
persons had deployed 400 metres of
ES’s NoFloods Barrier system. For the
next month, an almost one-metre tall
wall protected the gas reservoir in Dunaalmás from being devastated by the
Danube.
“That was our first ‘live’ case in
post-communist Europe, so from a

TAKE ME TO THE POPE ... NOW!

COPENHAGEN (MET) – Shortly after 1 o’clock in the morning a
customer got into Martin Langstred’s taxi in Odense and asked to
be taken to Rome. “At first I thought he wanted to be driven to the
airport, but no – he wanted to take a taxi all the way to Rome. There
was this church he had dreamed of seeing,” Mr Langstred recalls.
The journey through Germany, Austria and Italy took three days
and cost no less than DKK 29,226. “After that I went home and took
the next three days off – I had earned almost a month’s salary on
the trip!”
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usable on a variety of surfaces, but it can
be prolonged almost indefinitely, since
every tube section is extendable using
special brackets.
The effective maximum height of the
NoFloods Barrier is 125 centimetres,
which limits the possibilities to use the
Danish system.
“Along huge rivers that are flooding
you need anti-flood barriers that are several metres tall. Our product is a supplement to those tall barriers, because we
are replacing traditional sandbag protection. In this respect, we are very competitive,” Mr Konge says.
According to ES, one kilometre
of Nofloods Barrier equals the use of
150,000 sandbags, or 2,500 cubic metres
of sand transported on 149 truckloads.
This gives the tubes from Roskilde a
huge advantage when it comes to manpower, but also to time, which is a key
factor during flood disasters. Mr Konge
claims that it is up to 40 times quicker
to deploy a stretch of their barrier than
building one with sandbags, while the
costs are more or less the same.
The World Bank points out that
floods constitute the natural catastrophe
that each year causes the largest losses
in human lives and material damage
globally. When one takes into account
the fact that ongoing climate change will
make flooding even more frequent in the

A SOAPY KIND OF SPORTS DRINK

HAMAR (NTB) – The popular Birken Bicycle Race in Rena, Eastern Norway, was interrupted several times as six cyclists had to be sent to the
emergency ward of the nearby hospital after having drunk what they believed to be a sports drink. Before the race started, all competitors were
given a free sample of “Omo Aktiv & Sport” together with their starting
numbers. “Since this washing detergent is especially developed for training clothes, we thought it would be appropriate to give it to our contestants,” organiser Ingunn Kleven said. The makers of “Omo Aktiv & Sport”
are considering changing their labelling.

ENVIRONMENT & TECHNOLOGY
FIGHTING FLOODS WITH WATER

During the flood disaster that
hit the Czech Republic in 2013,
neighbourhoods in the southeast of
Prague were covered by water and
hundreds of homes were evacuated.
The Czech government declared a
state of emergency in seven regions
(including Prague), and parts of all
three of the city‘s metro lines were
closed. One thousand troops from
the Czech army were called in to
help build flood defences. More
than 7,000 people were evacuated
in Central, Northern and Western
Bohemia. After the flooding, CZK
4 billion was released from state
reserves to repair the damage.

larger markets in the former Eastern
Bloc, but the Czech Republic is clearly
very interesting to us,” Mr Konge says,
adding that he doesn’t dare to guess
when the company will sign its first contract in the country. The first step is to
establish a network of contacts within
the country’s emergency authorities,
and then start an intensive dialogue with
them about the advantages of the Danish
anti-flood tubes.
“We know it is a complicated and
time-consuming process to enter the
Czech market, so all I can say is that we
have started,” the Danish entrepreneur
remarks.
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future, ES should enjoy favourable market potential.
Thailand, the UK and Italy have already acquired shorter stretches of the
Danish system. The French governmental Sécurité Civile department has been
testing the NoFloods Barrier for several
years.
When the Danish system last summer
prevented flood damage to homes along
the Seine, the French signed a four-year
contract with ES. Recently, Romania
bought 20 kilometres of NoFloods Barriers. Now, the Roskilde company has
started targeting Central Europe.
   “So far we have been focusing on the

FINNS NOT CRAZY ENOUGH TO WIN

OULO (YLE) – A young Japanese woman, Nanami “Seven Seas”
Nagura, was crowned air guitar world champion after three days of
gruelling competition at this year’s Air Guitar Championships in Oulu.
Despite Finland’s international renown for hosting wacky competitions, once again not a single home-grown air guitarist managed to
headbang his or her way to the final. “It must be something about our
nature,” the event’s producer Susanne Kyllönen reflects. “One of our
foreign visitors told me that Finns seem to be really into crazy stuff,
but they’re more into watching people doing it than actually doing it
themselves. I think that’s right.”
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Environment
Solutions
was
established in Roskilde in 2011
when new owners took over a
company called NoFloods, which
for more than a decade had been
producing mobile flood protection
systems. The company’s production
and test facilities are located in
Kalundborg on the Great Belt. ES
reports that has introduced its antiflood system in 10 new countries
over the last 14 months. The
company is controlled by private
investors, with the Danish state as
a minority share holder. ES has 10
employees; it is supported by the
Danish Innovation Fund.

THE BRIGHT SIDES OF BAD MEMORY

KARLSTAD (VFO) – Sweden’s Migration Board is confronting a
dilemma after a foreigner facing deportation claimed he can’t remember where he’s from. The man was released after serving a
10-year prison sentence in 2003, but claims that while in prison he
lost his memory. Swedish police thus don’t know where to send
him. The man was originally convinced that he came from the former Soviet Union, but when officials there checked their database,
they were unable to find a trace of the man. The foreigner, who
earns a living as an artist in Karlstad, has now applied for permanent residence in Sweden.

ADVERTISING

Města, která spotřebují o 30 % méně energie?
Společnost ABB jako přední výrobce energeticky efektivních řešení přispívá
k výrazným úsporám energie při stejném výkonu. Naše řídicí systémy pro
osvětlení dokážou snížit spotřebu elektrické energie až o 50 %, systémy
automatizace budov dokonce až o 60 %. Zatímco všichni ostatní o cenách
energie, nedostatku elektřiny a změně klimatu jen hovoří, ABB tyto problémy
řeší. Tady a teď. www.abb.cz

Samozřejmě.
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NORDIC MENTORING

MEN AND WOMEN IN POLITICAL BALANCE

T

they can bring, whereas many men are joining
politics because of the social and economic status the political position can give them.”

Burning for the project

Mr Husted’s practical role in the project has been
to target and invite 10 women politicians from
Norway and Denmark and match them with 10
Czech women politicians. The mentors, who
represent all political affiliations, from socialists to conservatives, have a broad background:
Some of them are mayors, others are members
of parliament or former ministers. All of them

photo: Terje B. Englund

he Nordic Chamber has joined NGO Forum 50% as a partner in a programme to
help more women in Czech politics. Funded
by the Norwegian Grants. Supported by the
Danish and the Norwegian Embassies in
Prague, the project will find 10 Danish and
Norwegian women politicians who will function as personal mentors for 10 handpicked
Czech women politicians. The 18-monthlong Men and Women in Balance programme, which started in September, also
includes three public seminars about gender
equality in politics.
“This initiative supports one of
the key Nordic values – equal opportunities, which also are a key value
among Nordic Companies in the
Czech Republic,” comments Board
member Birger Husted, who is the
Nordic Chamber’s representative in
the programme.
“I have attended several political
seminars where I have been listening to
discussions among Czech female politicians and they were constantly referring
to Scandinavia as a region for inspiration. This we should utilise to build
better relations with the politicians and form a
better ground for our Nordic companies in the
Czech Republic.”
According to Mr Husted, more women in
Czech politics will in the longer term create
a better political climate, with more focus on
needed changes and their implementation, rather than the political battle we often see among
male politicians.
“I have observed that female politicians are
better at keeping an eye on the target, and want
to enter politics because of the positive changes

TATRA TRUCKS GO TO NORWAY

concentrate on a certain political theme, starts
and ends with a two-day seminar that will take
place in the parliament building in Prague.
During each six-month session, each mentee will fly to either Norway or Denmark to
meet with their mentor and be introduced to the
implementation of the specific political issues
discussed during each session. The mentors and
mentees will additionally keep in very regular
contact via phone or mail during the entire process. A platform will also be created on social
media as a common discussion forum for the
mentors and mentees.
“Nordic Chamber members are very welcome to participate in the open seminars taking
place in Parliament. Additionally, there will be
several opportunities during the process for our
members to meet directly with the mentees,”
Birger Husted says.
More information can be found at
www.padesatprocent.cz

WOMEN IN PARLAMENT

have volunteered in their work as mentors; the
organisers cover only their travel costs, hotels
and meals while they are in the Czech Republic.
“Nordic politicians are used to working
across party lines and are very open to working with anyone else. They are enthusiastic
and really burning for our project,” Mr Husted
says, adding that Czech politicians have reacted
equally positively to the to the Nordic gender
initiative.
The 18-month mentoring project is split into
three six-month sections. Each part, which will

PRAGUE (TBE) – The Kopřivnice-based Tatra Trucks, one of the oldest motor companies worldwide, has opened a dealership in Norway.
Situated in Korgen, right below the Arctic Circle, Tatra Norway targets
transport companies in need of efficient and reliable trucks that can
operate in extreme weather conditions. Thanks to its unique chassis
concept, the Tatras are also able to navigate roads which are closed
to less rugged vehicles. In 2013, after several troubled years, the truck
manufacturer reached its highest output for five years. Last year, Tatra
Trucks sold 722 units, about two thirds of which were exported.
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STILL HOPE FOR CZECH TRAMS IN SWEDEN

PRAGUE (NOR) – Last year, the city of Gothenburg entered into negotiations with Škoda Transportation to lease or buy “several tens” of the 250
15T ForCity trams which the City of Prague has already ordered from the
manufacturer in Plzeň. But according to media reports Gothenburg’s city
council has ended the negotiations, stating that it will announce a new
and modified tender for the delivery of trams. The tender was re-opened
in the end of September and the candidates shall register until the end
of November. Škoda Transportation’s spokesman, Michal Tobrman, confirms that the company will join this new tender in Gothenburg.

SAAB JOINS RADAR TENDER
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9.5 “
Source: www.ipu.org

PRAGUE (TBE) – The Czech Ministry of Defence has launched an international tender for 3D mobile air defence radar systems worth up
to CZK 1.7 billion. The Czech Republic would like to procure at least
five systems by the end of 2017 to replace a Russian-designed system,
which is considered to be obsolete and in urgent need of replacement.
Sweden’s SAAB is among the international companies that will join the
tender. “We are prepared to submit a competitive bid that will provide
Czech armed forces with state-of-the-art technology, delivered in broad
cooperation with our Czech partners,” spokesman Josef Bouška says.
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SWEDEN’ AMBASSADOR JAGANDER ...

I
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t’s a telling mark of the smooth cooperation
between the Nordic Chamber and the Nordic
embassies in Prague that the longest-serving
ambassador readily accepts the office of the
Chamber’s Honorary Chairman. Sweden’s Ambassador Annika Jagander, who took over the
baton in September, is not only the first Honor-

ary Chairwoman in the Chamber’s history.
During her three years in Prague to date,
this seasoned diplomat has been a very visible
promoter of such Nordic values as transparency
and equal opportunities. Her recent initiative
against anti-Roma discrimination in the Czech
amateur football league caught the attention of
all the major media outlets in the country.
“I simply hope to be as helpful as I possibly can in my new and very honoured role as
Honorary Chairwoman,” Ambassador Jagander

FÆRCH PLAST IN LIBEREC SOLD

says of her personal ambitions as the Chamber’s patron.
The Nordic embassies and the Chamber have
been cooperating for a number of years. Is
this partnership already good enough, or do
you see any room for improvement?
I have very much appreciated the work and ambitions of the Nordic Chamber of Commerce
during my almost three years so far in the Czech
Republic. My experience is that the cooperation
between the Chamber and the Nordic embassies is excellent. There are always new ideas
and projects that we discuss and can co-operate
on, so I believe our relationship is constantly
evolving, thanks also to the valuable input arising from the constant inflow of new members,
both in the Chamber and on the Embassy side.
One of the Chamber’s key goals is to work
for greater transparency in the Czech business sector, but it has been criticised for being too low-profile in public on this issue. Is
that a fair assessment?
I think the Chamber is already working with
quite a number of transparency-related issues.
Of course, more could always be done. For
example, the Chamber could have more activities, particularly outside of Prague, where
there are a few clusters of Nordic-related companies (for instance, in Ostrava and Brno) and
focus more on seminars, panel discussions
and presentations based on the core values of
transparency and within special themes such
as Fair Competition, Business Ethics, Corporate Social Responsibility, Gender, etc. In the
end, it is also a matter of resources – a fact of
which I am well aware.
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PRAGUE (TBE) – The family-owned company Færch Plast has been
sold to the Copenhagen-based private equity group EQT. Founded by
Rasmus Færch in Holstebro in 1969, the company has become one
of Europe’s leading producers of packaging for ready
meals and fresh meat.
Færch Plast operates three
factories in Europe, one of
them in Liberec in the Czech
Republic. “We are now embarking on a new beginning,
with a wide range of opportunities for developing [the
company] on the international market,” Board Chairman Niels Kornerup commented. In 2013, Færch’s
revenues
approximated
DKK 1.1 billion. The parties
have agreed not to disclose
the transaction value.

Currently the Nordic Chamber is supporting
a mentoring programme to help more women in Czech politics. Sweden is today a global
frontrunner in this field because the political
parties in the 1970s introduced quotas. Do
you see any other effective instrument for
the Czech Republic?
I believe Czech policymakers can do a lot, just
by putting gender issues higher on the political
agenda, reforming all laws to make them gender neutral and – indeed – by setting good examples themselves. Political will must exist to
change things; otherwise, not even quotas will
help to change the situation, I’m afraid.
Sweden is a very vocal supporter of the
planned free trade agreement (TTIP) between the EU and the US. What would you
tell those Czechs who fear that the TTIP will
increase corporate power and make it more
difficult for governments to regulate markets
for the public benefit?
The purpose of the TTIP is to create jobs, opportunities and prosperity on both sides of the
Atlantic. Negotiations will take time, however.
The new EU Commission president, JeanClaude Juncker, has said that he will not sacrifice the health and social dimensions of the
trade agreement.
You recently fronted an initiative to stop
Roma discrimination in the Czech amateur
football league. The initiative is absolutely
laudable, yet do you feel that the Nordic
countries, based on the treatment of their
own Roma minorities, can serve as model
countries in this area?
The situation of the roughly 12 million Roma/

PLANNING A HEIR TO COWBOYS

PRAGUE (TBE) – The Norwegian-owned Kampa Group, which runs
two high-end restaurants in Prague, is planning a replacement for its
Cowboys eatery. The steak house in Nerudova Street was closed in
March after eight years. According to Nils Jebens, Kampa Group’s owner, the main challenge is to find a place with the right mix of location and
rent costs. “We are working on several options,” Mr Jebens says. “It’s
not difficult to create the concept of a restaurant; everything depends on
the quality of the location. Our next place might also be a steak house,
or it might be something completely different.”

TIETO CELEBRATES IN OSTRAVA

OSTRAVA (MAN) – The Finnish IT solution provider Tieto this year celebrates its 10-year anniversary in the Czech Republic. With more than
2,000 employees at its centre in Ostrava, Northern Moravia, the company has become one of the Czech Republic’s largest software development providers and Tieto’s third largest operation outside Finland. “Tieto
chose Ostrava as the site for its European centre because the Czech
mentality is close to the Nordic. In addition, the country offered a host
of technically erudite IT specialists, and we are competitive,” comments
Country Manager Petr Lukasík, adding that the company enjoys a very
successful cooperation with Ostrava’s university.
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Sinti peoples, who have lived in Europe for
nearly 1,000 years, remains shameful in many
parts of the continent. Their marginalisation is
visible in many places. The time is overdue for
all of us to address this question in earnest. The
situation is rooted in history and the enormous
discrimination that many Roma fell victim to
over the centuries. Knowledge of that history

is decisive for use to be able to improve today’s situation. Also, I’m very concerned with
the rising tide of anti-gypsyism which is evident in many countries in Europe, with many
violent actions and threats directed against
Roma. Sweden is by no means free of such
anti-gypsyism, which is evident from several
recent incidents. So, there’s no reason for us
to be complacent. We Swedes also need to put
a full stop to a long history of discrimination
against Roma. Nevertheless, today the situation
of many Swedish Roma is often better than in
other countries. My embassy aims to offer as
much support as possible to Czech authorities
when it comes to efforts to improve the lives
and status of the Roma/Sinti populations in this

A NORDIC-CZECH FOCUS

... NEW HONORARY CHAIRWOMAN

country, just as we hope our Czech colleagues
will support us in addressing our remaining
challenges in this regard.
In 2012, King Carl XVI Gustaf of Sweden
and a large delegation from the Academy of
Engineering Sciences conducted a technology mission to the Czech Republic. Has this
mission yielded any practical results?
The mission has yielded several concrete results, not just in business but
also by bringing our academic communities closer together, resulting in
various new and exciting partnerships,
for example in research. A good example from business: The mission visited
one of Europe’s biggest transportation
companies, Škoda Transportation
in Plzen, where His Majesty the King
was very pleased to have the chance to
test drive one of Škoda’s new trams.
As a result of the visit, Škoda Transportation
intensified its view of the business opportunities on the Swedish market. And on the Swedish side, a productive and intense dialogue with
Škoda Transportation was initiated by “the
trade arm” of the Embassy – Business Sweden – aiming at introducing Swedish rolling
stock technologies to the products and needs of
Škoda. Several activities, meetings and events
were arranged subsequently, both here and in
Sweden. As a result, several Swedish companies were invited to make bids for the new
projects of Škoda, with already a few having
received orders.
Speaking of technological cooperation,
I guess we can’t omit the Gripen jet fighter?

KINNARPS DOWNSIZES IN KINNARP

KINNARP (IGU) – The Swedish furniture producer Kinnarps has announced plans to cut 50 jobs at its factory in Kinnarp. The decision was
based on efficiency measures and the fact that the sales growth has not
met expectations. Kinnarps is currently reviewing its entire production
operation in order to identify economies of scale and synergies, and
plans to transfer its entire chair production at Minden, Germany, to its
Swedish production units during 2014. “It’s unfortunate that we have to
let capable employees go,” commented CEO Per-Arne Andersson. “We
are continuously reviewing our operations to ensure that we remain a
competitive company.”

Of course, “the supersonic link” between the
Czech Republic and Sweden is one of the projects that have taken up quite a bit of my time
since my arrival in the Czech Republic. Earlier
this year, this cooperation took a crucial step
forward, affecting our bilateral relations, politically, militarily and commercially, in several
ways. The Gripen is the perfect example of a
highly advanced, multi-purpose supersonic
fighter, suitable for small and mid-size countries. Based on mutual respect and state-of-theart technologies, the Gripen project is arguably
the best illustration of a successful CzechSwedish partnership. Sweden has provided the
Czech Republic with supersonic capability and
first-class service, while the acclaimed performances of Czech pilots have significantly
raised Gripen’s reputation all over the world.
Also worth mentioning is the connected
industrial cooperation programme, which has
contributed to the long-term economic strength
of all of its partners, not least in the civilian
sector. By now, the programme shows a cumulative value of close to CZK 30 billion. This
represents even more than the total obligation.
Local Czech partners are spread out all around
the country – an important contribution to job
creation (particularly in areas outside of Prague
where employment is scarce) and to regional
development in general. Thanks to the recent
extension of the lease by another 12 years,
Czech-Swedish cooperation will continue to
flourish even more, which will positively impact not only our bilateral defence cooperation,
but our cooperation in research and innovation
in general.
T.B.E

SCANIA TOP LINE TO EUROFRIGO

PRAGUE (SCA) – Prague-based transportation company Eurofrigo has
modernised its fleet of trailers with the addition of seven Scania 450 Top
Line trucks. The vehicles belong to Scania’s Ecolution models, which
comprise the Swedish company’s most comprehensive and powerful
solution to improve fuel economy. Eurofrigo focuses on international
refrigerated and deep-frozen transportation services. “Nowadays technology has made incredible progress and the Ecolution programme provides significant fuel savings,” Eurofrigo’s Director Kateřina Hanzlíková
said. “Thanks to our new Scania trucks we are also behaving responsibly towards the environment, and the fact that we now have a ‘green
fleet’ makes us really proud.”

PRAGUE (TBE) – A decade after H&M, the world’s second largest clothing retailer, opened its first shop in Prague, the Swedish chain now operates 41 outlets in the Czech Republic. Although this compares favourably
with other post-communist countries, neighbouring Austria (with a slightly
smaller population) currently boasts 70 H&M shops. The company’s
Spokeswoman Lina Wall Borgenbring does not rule out an expansion
in the Czech market. “H&M is continuing to grow in new and existing
markets,” she says. “The Czech Republic is an exciting market with great
potential but for competitive reasons we do not disclose detailed information regarding our expansion strategy.”
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H&M PLANS CZECH EXPANSION
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INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

CZECH ICT EXPORTS RAPIDLY GROWING

T

important exporters of ICT goods. However, the value added to (and thus also the
profit from) the exported goods is still the
highest in countries like the USA, Japan
and Germany.
ČTK

I
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he Czech Republic
is the fifth biggest
exporter of communication and information technologies in the world and
in 2012, it exported ICT
goods worth CZK 444 billion (one seventh of its
exports), according to the
Czech Statistical Office
information cited in the
latest issue of magazine
Statistika & My. However,
the statisticians add that the Czech Republic is “more of an assembly plant than
the brain” for such goods.
In Europe, only Hungary and Slovakia are ahead of the Czech Republic as
regards exports of these goods. China
is the number one exporter, accounting
for almost a fifth of global trade in ICT
goods. South Korea also ranks among the
top five exporters.
Foreign direct investments undertaken
by global producers, which at the start of
this millennium took advantage of the investment incentives that the Czech Republic offered, account for this development.
Such investors include Philips, Panasonic, Foxconn and Chang Hong.
Before 2000, Czech imports of ICT
goods were 50 percent higher than exports.
The situation was reversed in 2005, since
when Czech trade in ICT has been bal-

anced or even in surplus. Czech exports of
ICT goods in 2012, for example, were 25
percent higher than engineering industry
exports and five times higher than exports
of food products.
The Czech Republic often serves only
as an assembly plant for the completion of
ICT products. Most of the imported goods
are parts and electronic components
which are being further processed or adjusted. Some other important European
exporters have a similar trade structure.
For example, 10 million mobile phones
were imported into the Czech Republic last year but nearly 8 million mobile
phones were exported. The price of one
imported mobile phone reached almost
CZK 10,000 and the price of one exported
mobile phone around CZK 6,000.
China, like the Czech Republic, Slovakia and Hungary, ranks among the

NORDIC FUND BUYS FULL SERVICE IN PRAGUE

STOCKHOLM (JAN) – Nordic Capital Fund has signed an agreement
to acquire ABB Full Service from the ABB Group. Full Service, headquartered in Prague, is a market leader in the industrial maintenance
sector, focusing on maintaining and improving production and equipment performance for entire facilities. The company employs over
2,500 people in 30 countries, managing a yearly customer maintenance spend in excess of USD 500 million. As part of the takeover,
Full Service’s head office, which numbers around 25 people, is due to
move from Prague to Stockholm. The financial details of the transaction have not been published.

n its latest survey, published in April
2014, Eurostat estimates that average
hourly labour costs in the economy of all
28 EU member states – excluding agriculture and public administration – in 2013
amounted to EUR 23,7. In the euro area
the figure was EUR 28,4. The share of
non-wage costs (such as employers’ social
contributions) in the whole EU economy
was 23.7 percent, varying between 8.0 percent in Malta and 33.3 percent in Sweden.
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CZECH TECH TO NORTH KOREA

SEOUL (REU) – Three North Korean drones that crashed in South
Korea this spring had, according to South Korea’s Defence Ministry,
parts that were manufactured in the Czech Republic, China, Japan, and
the United States. Authorities in Seoul declined to give further details.
The drones had flight programming onboard that showed they were
launched from North Korea and were meant to return after flying over
military installations in the South. North Korea released TV footage last
year of practice drones which had been modified to crash into predetermined targets, but it is not believed to operate drones capable of air
strikes or long-range surveillance sorties.

OSLO (NTB) – The free weather forecasting website www.yr.no, a joint
service by the Norwegian Meteorological Institute and the Norwegian
Broadcasting Corporation, has become the world’s fifth most popular.
This summer, seven million unique visitors used the website. More than
half of the users are located outside Norway. “Every week, 1.5 million
Swedes use our services, while the Czech Republic is in third place
with half a million visitors weekly,” says Erik Bolstad, the website’s cofounder. “We haven’t done anything to market yr.no internationally; the
website is financed by Norwegian taxpayers, and we have been focusing only on our home market.”
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NORWEGIAN YR IN THE WIND
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SCANDINAVIANS STILL LOVE PRAGUE

ing and speeding up the issuance of visas at
Czech consulates in Russia.”
Despite the loss of the Russians and
Ukrainians, Czech tourism figures still finished the second quarter in the black. The
growth came mainly thanks to significantly
raised levels of interest in the Czech Republic in neighbouring countries: Germany up
10.5 percent, Austria up 14.4 percent, Hungary 12.1 percent, Poland up 4.2 percent
and Slovakia up 13.1 percent.
The greatest hike, however, was seen
among tourists arriving from China (up 22
percent) and South Korea (up 10.3 percent).
As a result, the massive rise in Chinese and
Koreans has so far made up for the declining numbers of Russian tourists.
The inflow of Nordic tourists remains
stable. After a marked drop following the
financial crisis in 2009, the number has for
the last couple of years returned to around
300,000 tourists annually. However, travel
agencies say Nordic tourists are increas-
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n the second quarter of 2014 a total of
2.2 million foreign tourists visited the
Czech Republic – 3.4 percent more than
in the same period of the previous year.
While there was a significant increase in
arrivals from neighbouring countries and
from China and South Korea, the number of Russian tourists decreased by 14.1
percent and arrivals from Ukraine fell by
a staggering 34.5 percent.
The dramatic fall in arrivals from
Russia and Ukraine confirms the
expectations of the Czech tourist industry, which earlier this year warned that the
Russian-Ukrainian conflict might cause
a 20 percent decline in the number of
Russian tourists, who are known as big
spenders.
“We have proposed a series of measures
to at least partially mitigate the loss of Russian tourists,” said Rostislav Vondruška,
CEO of CzechTourism. “The situation
could be significantly helped by simplify-

TRAVEL & TOURISM
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PRAGUE NOT SCAM CITY

PRAGUE (ČTK) – Prague and National Geographic have reached a
written agreement putting to bed a case concerning a controversial episode of a TV series broadcast by the National Geographic Channel in
2012. The Czech capital maintained that the show Scam City, focusing on the darker side of tourism, had hurt Prague’s reputation, faking
some sequences which consequently cast the city in a poor light. In the
agreement, National Geographic admitted some scenes were staged
and agreed to block the episode’s further dissemination. However, a formal apology, which the city previously sought, was not part of the deal.

Source: ČSÚ – registered hotel guests

ONDRA IMPROVED FLATANGER CLIMBING

FLATANGER (OMR) – The world’s best sportsclimber, the Czech Republic’s Adam Ondra (22), who won the world bouldering championship
in Munich this summer, has bolted a new climbing route at Hanshelleren,
Central Norway. The 55-metre long route has been given a 9b difficulty
grade, making it one of the most technically demanding routes in the
world. The granite Hanshelleren, better known as the Flatanger Cave, is
a very popular destination among international climbers, and now Adam
Ondra has now made it even more sought after. The cave sports 80 metres of overhanging climbing, capped by a 50-metre headwall.
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FINNAIR BEST NORDIC AIRLINE

HELSINKI (KON) – Air transport industry researchers Skytrax have
renewed Finnair’s four-star rating on the basis of a product audit conducted as part of the World Airline Star Rating programme. A comprehensive audit was carried out on 18 flights in February, during which
the auditors carefully examined hundreds of elements of the service
and product at airports and onboard. Since 2009, Finnair has been
the only Nordic airline with a four-star Skytrax rating. “This rating is a
sure marker of quality that is understood and appreciated by travellers around the world,” Jarkko Konttinen, Finnair’s VP Marketing and
Product Development, commented.

ingly cutting costs. Students and pensioners
still dominate, but in a drive to save money,
ever more of them arrange their stays on
their own through booking portals on the Internet. In addition, company trips to Prague,
which prior to the financial crisis were very
popular, have sharply diminished.
“The number of conference tourists
are not growing due to the fact that Prague
lacks a big and sufficiently modern conference centre,” says Jonas Thomsen, manager
of Codan Agentura.
Another bottleneck for the travel industry is that Nordic tourists, like most
other nationalities, suffer from a geographical tunnel view when travelling to
the Czech Republic.
“Nearly all tourists from Scandinavia
focus on Prague, and that doesn’t seem to
change,” Mr Thomsen notes. “Lots of Scandinavians have already been to Prague, and
this is a city which, because of its size, you
visit only once.”
T.B.E
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CZECH SOLDIERS TRAINED WITH SWEDES

HOHENFELS (SAS) – Over 700 Czech soldiers participated in the multinational military exercise Saber Junction 2014, which started in Germany in late August. In addition to 13 NATO countries, a contingent of
Swedish soldiers took part in the annual training exercise, led by US
Army Europe. The training began at the Joint Multinational Readiness
Centre in Hohenfels with a simulated attack on a fictional town. Saber
Junction 14 continued with air assault missions and mechanised unit
rotations through the middle of September, leading up to a massive simulated force-on-force battle. Forces from non-NATO members BosniaHerzegovina, Serbia and Ukraine were also involved.

VESTAS WINS HUGE ORDER IN POLAND

COPENHAGEN (REU) – Denmark’s Vestas Wind Systems has won an
order to supply 21 turbines with a total capacity of 42 megawatts (MW)
for a wind power project in the Kujawsko-Pomorskie region in Poland.
Vestas did not say how much the deal with Italian firm ERG Renew was
worth, but its policy is to only announce orders of between DKK 250
million and 500 million. The contract includes the supply, installation and
commissioning of the turbines. Delivery is expected in the second quarter of 2015. So far Vestas has delivered about 540 wind turbines, totalling
more than 1,100 MW, to Poland.

EVENTS & ENTERTAINMENT

BUSINESS MIXER WITH SWISS CHAMBER
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NEW LEGO FACTORY IN HUNGARY

BILLUND (RRT) – After one year of construction work, Danish LEGO
has opened a new factory in Nyíregyháza, Hungary. The new plant,
which cost more than EUR 100 million, will have a production area
of 122,000 square metres and replaces a smaller factory at another
location in the city. The facility meets up-to-date sustainability, safety
and comfort requirements and is staffed by 1,500 employees, mostly
recruited from the region. LEGO started its production in Nyíregyháza
in 2008, and has since then been producing LEGO toys for markets
around the world. LEGO has lately also expanded its factories in Mexico and the Czech Republic.

ECCO SCALES DOWN IN CENTRAL EUROPE

PRAGUE (TBE) – In accordance with its new strategy, the Danish shoe
manufacturer ECCO has decided to reduce production at its plant in Martin, Slovakia, and increase production at its factory in China. However,
to increase levels of workforce expertise, the Danish company intends
to start producing a few top lines in Martin, where it has been operating
since 1998. Currently, ECCO has more than a quarter of its employees
in China. ECCO’s decreased presence in Central Europe does not mean
that the company is in trouble. In 2013, ECCO’s net revenue approximated EUR 1.13 billion, up 4.4 percent year-on-year. Profit before tax
grew by eight percent.

E

arlier this year, the Czech Centre for
Environment and Health organised
measurements at selected locations in
Prague and Brno to find out to what degree
the air is polluted by ultrafine dust particles. The measurements were conducted
by Kaare Press-Kristensen, of the Danish
Ecological Council in Copenhagen, who
focused on particles that are the most dangerous component of air pollution.
“The ultrafine particles get very deep

THE ULTRAFINE PARTICLES THAT KILL
A DANISH TAKE ON CZECH AIR POLLUTION

into the lungs and are capable of permeating the alveoli into the blood. There,
they deplete the walls of the blood vessels
and cause diseases such as heart attack or
stroke,” the Environment Centre’s Miroslav Šuta told the daily Lidové Noviny.
“In the Czech Republic, the inhalation of
these particles causes the premature death
of about 6,000 people annually. Over
2,000 people are each year hospitalised
with serious illnesses.”
At a number of locations in Prague and Brno
the quantity of pollutants
exceed the limits several
times a year. The number
of days on which limits
are exceeded is significantly higher than that
recommended
by
the
World Health Organization, which recently proposed making the regulations even stricter. Both
cities belong among the
most polluted places in

ADVERTISING

the Czech Republic, a situation which
is caused by the continuously growing
number of cars. Logically, the most affected places are located by those roads
on which the traffic is heaviest.
“The presence of ultrafine particles
in the air close to a kindergarten in the
centre of Brno is the highest value I have
recorded in my 10-year career,” Kaare
Press-Kristensen told LN, adding that
Czech authorities should take immediate
action by introducing low-emission zones
in the city centres and making diesel particulate filters obligatory for car owners.  
The Danish expert had one additional
recommendation.“I was shocked to see so
few cyclists in Prague and Brno. Are the
Czech really so wealthy that they can pay
for cars, public transportation and fitness
centres? In Denmark we are not that rich,
so around 40 percent of the roads in Copenhagen are allocated to cyclists. Prague
and Brno ought to build far more cycle
paths, which would decrease air pollution
and at the same time help people stay fit.”
photo: Foxconn
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he EU Council in late July adopted a
decision allowing Lithuania to adopt
the euro as its currency from 1 January
2015. The decision will enlarge the euro
area to 19 member states (including all three
Baltic states) and give Lithuania over five
months to prepare for the changeover. Euro
notes and coins will be issued in Lithuania
on 1 January 2015.
“The entry of Lithuania into the euro
family is not only a crucial event for this
partner country, but it is of great importance
for the whole eurozone”, said Sandro Gozi,
State Secretary for European Affairs of Italy
and President of the Council of the EU. “It’s

a demonstration of the continuing attractiveness of the single currency project and its
relevance for the future of our community”.
Algirdas Butkevičius, Prime Minister of
Lithuania, was equally enthusiastic, under-

THE EURO IN ALL BALTIC STATES

lining the fact that deeper euro integration
means greater security as well.
“Lithuania’s consistent efforts have
paid off: Today the eurozone has opened
the door to us. The adoption of the euro
has been a strategic step for Lithuania, well
thought-out economically and politically,
to foster national economic growth. Lithuania’s accession to the single European currency will strengthen the EU’s Economic
and Monetary Union.”
Eighteen of the 28 member states of
the EU currently have the euro as their currency. The euro area member states adopted
the recommendation to let Lithuania join the
currency union in light of positive reports from the Commission and the European Central
Bank (ECB). In its most recent
report on the readiness of noneuro member states to adopt
the euro, the ECB confirmed
that Lithuania’s legislation
is compatible with EU treaty
provisions and with the statute of the European system of
central banks.
     It also confirmed the progress made by Lithuania in
fulfilling the convergence criteria – namely
price stability, the government’s budgetary
position, exchange rate stability and longterm interest rates – and several other factors.

EU COMMISSION FINES NORWEGIAN FIRM …

LUXEMBOURG (REU) – EU regulators have handed down a EUR
20 million fine on Norway’s Marine Harvest, the world’s biggest fish
farmer, for acquiring smaller rival Morpol without first securing antitrust approval. Marine Harvest, which accounts for more than a fifth of
the global farmed fish trade and is controlled by shipping tycoon John
Fredriksen, took control of the smaller Polish company in a cash and
shares deal worth NOK 937 million in 2012. “Marine Harvest should
have been aware of its obligations to notify and await clearance from
the Commission before proceeding with the acquisition,” the European
Commission said in a statement.

EUN

resident Miloš Zeman, who has
urged the Czech government to introduce the euro by 2017, in late August
accused the Central Bank of deliberately
postponing the country’s access to the
eurozone. According to the President,
the Central Bank’s weak-koruna policy,
adopted last November, was not primarily motivated by a desire to ward off deflation, as the Bank said. Instead, it was
a deliberate action to postpone the Czech
Republic’s accession into the eurozone,
and thus prevent the Czech Central Bank
being forced to hand over many of its
powers to Brussels. “By devaluing the
koruna, ČNB has practically thwarted
[the adoption of] an exit strategy – that
is, a transfer from the Czech koruna to
the euro – in the near future,” President
Zeman stated. Central Bank representatives flatly denied Mr Zeman’s claim.  

UMEÅ EUROPEAN CULTURE CAPITAL 2014

PRAGUE (TBE) – Umeå, the capital of Västerbotten County and part
of Norrland – Sweden’s northernmost province – has been granted the
title of European Capital of Culture for 2014 alongside Riga in Latvia.
During the year, the city and its 110,000 inhabitants have set out to promote human growth, strengthen the role of culture as a driving force for
the sustainable development of society, and reinforce international relations and dimensions within cultural life. Since Sami culture is a part of
Umeå’s diversity and history, the city has been the first Capital of Culture
in Europe to spotlight an indigenous people.

courtesy photo

… SENDS FINLAND TO COURT OF JUSTICE

HELSINKI (YLE) – The European Commission has announced that Finland will be referred to the European Court of Justice over shortcomings
in the way it deals with cases of suspected racial discrimination. In 2004,
Finland signed up to an EU directive pledging to set up a national equality body providing help to victims of discrimination, as well as carrying
out research and making recommendations to improve equality within
the country. Although Finland subsequently established the office of the
Ombudsman for Minorities, the government did not entrust the body with
the power to deal with employment-related disputes.
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through in his native Bohemia. Yet his luck
didn’t last for long. In 1874, Smetana became
totally deaf, and had to resign from his post as
conductor at the Provisional Theatre. Over the
next decade, his mental health gradually deteriorated. When he died in Prague’s Kateřinky
Lunatic Asylum in 1884, the once warm and
mild-mannered composer had turned into a confused brute, haunted by hallucinations.

Syphilis or Delusion?

Given Smetana’s role as a national icon, the
reason for his deafness and tragic passing soon
triggered a “battle over diagnosis”. When German musicologists claimed that the composergenius had died of progressive paralysis caused
by syphilis, their Czech colleagues felt that this
constituted an insult to their national pride. Instead, they presented an accident Smetana suf-

fered in his boyhood – when a bottle of gunpowder exploded, causing life-long injuries to
his face – as the reason for the composer’s deafness half a century later.
In the 1980s, Czech scientists conducted an
autopsy on the composer’s remains. In contrast
to the version that still is widespread among the
Czech population, the autopsy pointedly declared syphilis as the cause of Smetana’s death.

WORLD WATER WEEK IN STOCKHOLM

STOCKHOLM (GUA) – Universal access to water, sanitation and hygiene is a priority and business has a huge role to play. This was the
main conclusion of a week-long conference in Stockholm at which international experts, government representatives, UN agencies and water
professionals met up to discuss challenges (and find solutions) concerning the world’s most important resource: water. A major issue is the provision of access to water, sanitation and hygiene to the world’s poorest
communities. In this respect, businesses can play an important role by
advertising soap and hygiene products, thus raising both awareness of
the importance of handwashing and the demand for soap.

“The findings [of the autopsy] present a quite
clear diagnosis of progressive paralysis as a
consequence of acquired syphilitic infection,”
Professor Höschl writes in a recent conference
paper titled Bedřich Smetana – Art and Disease.
“To still argue, almost 130 years after Smetana’s death, anything else borders on delusion.”
The psychiatrist even suggests how it all
happened. In his diary from 1859, the composer
reportedly wrote that he had “lost an awful lot
of money at the Lamp”, which was a reputed
brothel in Gothenburg. Considering the slow
progress of syphilis, Professor Höschl claims
that the brothel visit in the Swedish city is the
most probable source of Smetana’s later suffering and death.
Anders Carlsson, a researcher at Gothenburg University and one of Sweden’s leading
experts on Smetana, only partly agrees with
Professor Höschl. According to
Dr Carlsson, there is no doubt that
Smetana suffered from syphilis, and
it is documented that he frequented
brothels in Gothenburg as well as in
Prague. There is, however, no scientific proof that he caught the illness
in Sweden.
“The date on which Smetana contracted syphilis has been established
as April 12th 1874. This is based on
Smetana’s own notes in his diary, in
which he describes the progression
of certain symptoms,” Dr Carlsson
says. “Moreover, Smetana wrote a
question mark and an exclamation
mark in his calendar at this date, indicating that he himself considered
this day to have been fateful.”
Does it matter? Certainly not for music lovers. The composer was a man of his time, and
his above-average interest in women is wellknown. Yet, the fact that he created My Fatherland, one of Czech music’s greatest works,
when he was not only deaf, but also suffering
from a tormenting illness, makes it an even
greater achievement.
T.B.E
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oes a brothel in 19th century Gothenburg
hold the clue to one of Czech music history’s more touchy disputes? Psychiatrist Cyril
Höschl, at least, believes that it does. According to the renowned professor, Bedřich Smetana, the father of Czech national music, did not
die of senile dementia, as many Czechs still
believe. The true reason for the music genius’
death was syphilis, which foreign scientists
have been claiming for almost a century.
But let’s start from the beginning. Although Smetana’s musical gift was unquestioned – he held his first public piano concert
in 1830, at only six years old – his road to fame
was filled with setbacks. After establishing a
piano institute in Prague in the late 1840s, his
career as a concert pianist failed, while rivals
in the city’s music establishment ridiculed
Smetana’s early compositions as provincial.
Moreover, his personal life was tragic. Of his four
daughters, three died in infancy, which led the
tormented father to compose the moving Piano
Trio in G Minor.
His luck only took a dramatic turn for the
better in October 1856, when Smetana was invited to Gothenburg as a piano teacher. Within
months, the music school he opened became a
tremendous success, and Smetana was named
head of the city’s Society for Classical Choral
Music. Moreover, his Swedish “muse”, Fröjda
Benecke, inspired him to write a number of
compositions. Rather symbolically, the Czech
pianist ended his five years in Sweden with a
piano recital in Stockholm, attended by King
Karl XV himself.
Some musicologists even believe that it
was while he was in Sweden that Smetana was
inspired to write what was probably his most
famous composition. The theme of Vltava,
the second poem in the symphonic cycle My
Fatherland, which describes the course of the
Bohemian river from the Šumava to its meeting
with the Elbe, is strikingly similar to the folk
song Oh Värmeland, My Lovely.
After returning from Gothenburg in 1861,
the composer finally experienced a break-
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our company klejna obchod s vínem is a high-end
wines and spirits trade and merchant specialist. we are
focused on top quality products only.
every single wine we offer has been tasted before and
we know the winemaker personally. we know his or her
wine philosophy and the sense for the winemaking.
we have visited the winery, cellar and vineyards which
allows us to guarantee the quality of the wine.
klejna obchod s vínem understands that each
customer has a different taste and likes different wines.
this is the reason why we adapt our offer to the
individual needs of every single customer.
you probably know that wine consumption is quite
healthy, but do you know that in the czech republic
a bottle of wine is an official business gift which is tax
deductable?
so, why not to ask klejna obchod s vínem to prepare
an offer especially for you, right now?

if you order wines for more than 2.000 kč
klejna obchod s vínem has a bonus for you!

information and orders by telephone: +420 775 664 554 or email: office@klejna.eu

www.klejna.eu

